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Abstract
Embedded applications on mobile phones are reaching impressive goals thanks to the current powerful smartphones. This work is focused on text recognition applications from mobile phone pictures. Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) methods have been developed for a
longtime, but they still have poor robustness to process text
in general scene images. Our general goal is to study and
improve their results, in particular when running locally on
a phone. We present a realistic prototype running on iOS,
with a light geometry based pre-processing step that helps
detecting regions of interest in the image, i.e., likely to contain text-signs. Then, we show how to process and filter
these hypothesis to facilitate text recognition by standard
OCR methods. This initial version is aimed to rectangular
shaped signs to easily take advantage of geometric cues.
We demonstrate the performance improvements of including
our proposal together with several available OCR libraries.
All steps are run locally on the phone in the designed application, which can read or translate the text using additional
standard services in the phone.
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Figure 1. (a) Successful recognition results obtained with an OCR
in a frontal and zoomed view. However, more general scenes with
distant text and perspective deformations (b) fail more often.

and centered in the text. We already find several recent
commercial applications applying these techniques within
mobile devices, making the phone able to ”read” text from
pictures but with some restrictions for the user. This work
presents a proposal towards eliminating these restrictions
and improving robustness of this kind of systems, what
could increase their fields of application.
Typically, OCR methods present low recognition performance when the text in the image suffers perspective distortion or is not properly aligned, centered, zoomed or illuminated, as can be seen in the example in Fig. 1 1 . Performance would increase if we could automatically obtain
regions of interest containing text and process them to avoid
those issues from general scene images. Considering the application should be run on a mobile phone brings important
differences with regard to multiple related works, detailed
next, on text recognition in unrestricted scenes. Simpler
and efficient steps seem a requirement to allow the system
to run locally on the phone. We start by restricting this initial work to rectangular text-signs, which allows us to make
geometric assumptions that help obtaining an efficient prototype running on the mobile phone. Perspective deformation is corrected in plenty of computer vision applications
through well known homography estimation and planar region projection, we present here how to apply these ideas
in our particular problem. In order too run a homography
based rectification, the basic step in this proposal is the gen-

1. Introduction
There is a broad range of powerful smartphones on the
market nowadays, and it is getting more and more common
to use them for plenty of daily tasks besides standard calling
and texting actions: maps, e-mail, agenda, games ... Their
common characteristic is that they allow developing and installing new and third party applications that can make use
of hardware components, such as GPS localization or integrated camera. As a general goal, this work is aimed to
study how easy and feasible is to develop computer vision
based applications in these mobile phones, within the particular field of text reading assistance applications.
There are plenty of Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) systems, many available as open source libraries.
However, they are not usually designed to process general
scene images but scanned texts or images zoomed, cropped

1 obtained with one of the many OCR available online: OnlineOCR,
http://www.onlineocr.net/
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Figure 2. Summary of the proposed process. Acquisition (a), pre-processing steps to get a better view (b) that can be read by an standard
OCR (c) and then used for different applications (d).

eration of rectangular region hypothesis in the image. This
step is also aimed to automatically detect regions of interest, releasing the user from image acquisition restrictions
(such as how the image should be acquired or where the
text should be located in the image).
This work shows promising results running a simple approach and presents a fully automated text-sign reader prototype running on iOS. Besides presenting good usability
and reasonable execution time, our proposal is shown to improve the performance of standard OCR libraries running on
the phone. Several improvements and alternatives still have
to be explored to generalize the approach to non-rectangular
signs. Figure 2 shows a summary of the process developed.
First the user acquires a new image (a), and then different
steps based on geometric cues and simple texture analysis
are run in a transparent way to the user (b). Finally we obtain the OCR analysis (c) only for the most likely hypothesis. This result is then said aloud or processed by an online
dictionary (d). In the following sections, we describe and
evaluate the details of our approach and the improvements
in the performance when integrating it with different available OCR methods.

1.1. Related Work
There are plenty of successful OCR methods [10] proposed for a long time but we still find recent and novel
contributions towards new fields of application, robustness
or higher performance. Initially, OCR techniques were
thought to process scanned texts from paper format to obtain a digital version of them. Nowadays, there are plenty
of applications where it would be useful to recognize the
text in general images. For example, in the particular
case of reading assistance, we find plenty of proposals in
the literature towards visually impaired assistance applications [3, 9, 12, 13]. However we still find few of these ideas
integrated on mobile phones, partly due to high computational cost of some of the proposals. In this paper, we ana-

lyze which image processing techniques may be suitable for
improving the results of this kind of applications running on
a mobile phone. Thanks to the explosion of mobile application development we already find interesting computer vision based recent commercial products, such as wordlens2
that reads texts in an augmented reality application.
As already mentioned, OCR methods typically require
specific image acquisition (frontal view, zoom, centered ...)
to have a good performance recognizing the text, presenting
poor robustness to perspective distortions or more cluttered
images, as seen in the initial example in Fig. 1. We can divide related research in two different groups. On one hand,
there is a group of works towards better character recognition itself, proposing new OCR techniques. We even find
works able to identify highly deformed text [18] as presented in web CAPTCHA systems. On the other hand, there
are works that propose how to ”pre-process” images of general scenarios to detect which image regions are likely to
contain text and how to recognize it. Trying to recognize
text in unrestricted images is an active field of research, with
specific conferences and competitions dedicated to it. We
find approaches proposing to work with image segments,
dividing the image into connected components areas after
applying different texture filters to the image [16]; or classification approaches at pixel-level, as proposed in [2], using histogram and gradient values on the region around each
pixel. Certain works try to detect text along videos, taking
advantage of the tracking and temporal information [15],
[8]. Other interesting results towards detecting text areas in
general scenarios include proposals based on different classification and learning techniques, e.g., using an AdaBoost
based classifier [1] or training several SVM classifiers [6],
to determine which regions are more likely to contain text.
Some recent works propose to move from the use of typical
OCR techniques to more general object recognition tech2 http://questvisual.com/

niques adapted for text recognition [14, 11]. The work
in [14] proposes, once a character recognition step has been
run in the region of interest, to take into account the likelihood of full words for the final recognition results. Authors
in [11] present a joint text localization and recognition approach that considers the characters as MSER regions and
proposes to train the system with synthetic fonts.
Our work is related to the group of proposals trying to
pre-process the images to recognize regions of interest, that
can be later processed by standard OCR techniques. Two
of the closest related works to our proposal can be find
in [4, 17]. Both works use different orientation or perspective correction steps based on geometric constraings, but
they do not integrate all steps required in the process nor
demonstrate an application feasible in a phone.

2. Rectangular hypothesis
As described, this work is focused on reading text-signs
and we can expect most of them being of rectangular shape.
Therefore, we start the process with a search for possible
rectangles in the image as regions of interest. Since there
are no restrictions on the image to be processed, our approach detects straight segments and cross points (corners)
between them all over the image. Out of these corners,
possible rectangular hypothesis are generated and the likelihood of each of them containing text is evaluated.

2.1. Straight segments and corner detection
We have implemented a C version3 of the straight segment detection method proposed in [7]. The obtained segment set is filtered by size, we reject segments below 50 pixels, and by proximity/overlap, we merge segments whose
end tips are too close or present big overlap. Then, if we
divide the resulting segment set into vertical and others, we
can search for cross points between each possible pair taking a segment from each group. To be sure the cross points
selected are likely to be part of a rectangular object, we only
accept cross points that fall into the image limits and whose
distance in the image to the segment tips is below an stablished threshold. According to the relative position of the
components of each cross point, we find four different types
of corners, as shown in Fig. 3. Part (e) shows an example
of particular cases where line segments cross each other in
the middle part of one of them, therefore several corners are
stored (one per possible type) at that location.

2.2. Rectangular hypothesis generation
Next step seeks rectangular hypothesis built from the
corners found in previous step. First, these corners are
grouped with each other trying to get sets made of as many
compatible corners as possible. We take into account first a
3 Available
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Figure 3. Types of corners detected: (a) Top-left, (b) Top-right, (c)
Bottom-left, (d) Bottom right. (e) Multiple-type corner: TL+TR.
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Figure 4. (a)-(c) Different sets of compatible corners with 2, 3 and
4 corners respectively, and (d) a pair of non compatible corners,
due to wrong relative position.

suitable alignment of the line segments generating each corner point; secondly, a distance between the corners, which
must be higher than minimum segment length; and finally
a correct relative location of the different types of corners
(Fig. 4 shows examples fitting or not this criteria).
Corners that have not been included in any compatible
group are used to instantiate singleton hypothesis. Therefore we have compatible sets made out of one, two, three or
four image corners, to allow the system to be robust against
occlusions and line segments missed during the extraction
process. All of these sets, except the four-corner ones, need
a post-processing to estimate the complete shape of the rectangular region. For each of these matched sets, we estimate
how the whole region could be. We take into account the
segments that composed each corner to generate the missing
sides of the rectangular regions. For same cases, as shown
in Fig. 5, more than one hypothesis can be generated from
a compatible set of corners.

2.3. Rectangular hypothesis evaluation
Besides taking into account the fact that some rectangular region sides and corners may not have been detected, we
should deal with the fact that there can be many rectangular shapes in images that do not correspond to text signs.
The final OCR step is the most expensive one (the whole
processing time dedicated to one hypothesis is split aproximately in 30% of the time of the prefiltering and 70% for
the OCR step), therefore we want to avoid overloading the
system running it for all hypothesis. We evaluate the likelihood of each of them containing text to allow the system
keep working only with a few top (most likely) candidates.
As basic hypothesis descriptor we compute the gray level
histogram, with 16 levels. From prior knowledge we could
expect to find two clear local maxima in this histogram, cor-

(a)

• Hypothesis with Pini > 0.75 are accepted to continue
with the rest of the process (except at certain cases with
extremely large amount of hypothesis, where only a fixed
number of most likely hypothesis are accepted to avoid application overload).

(b)

3. Final processing of accepted hypothesis
Once we have selected a set of likely rectangular hypothesis through the geometry cues and the simple likelihood
evaluation process, we proceed with a more detailed analysis of the accepted hypothesis, to decide the hypothesis that
would be given to the OCR step.
(c)

(d)

Figure 5. Rectangular hypothesis generated from single corners (a)
and from compatible sets of four (b), three (c) and two (d) corners.

responding to the color of the text and background. Moreover, this double-maximum would make that the average
and the mode are not too close to each other and that the
distribution gets high standard deviation (compared to deviation on homogeneous textures hypothesis). These ideas
where confirmed analyzing the values on a reduced set
of rectangular hypothesis samples with or without text on
them. We also checked on the kurtosis values, that point
how disperse/concentrated a distribution is, but the sought
range of values for this moment was not clearly segmented
for text/non-text.
Then, the likelihood of each hypothesis containing text
is obtained using the described histogram cues and a basic
geometric cue (r as the ratio between length and width of
the rectangular region) as follows:
• We evaluate these expressions for each hypothesis Ri :
Type
expression
weight
Geometry:
(r ≥ 0.5) ∧ (r ≤ 10)
5
Texture:
(x̄ − Mo ) ≥ 1
1
σ≥2
1
∃(M ax1 (h) ∧ M ax2 (h))
2
being x̄, Mo and σ the average, mode and standard deviation respectively, and h the histogram of the evaluated hypothesis with two local maxima M ax1 and M ax2 .
• Each matched criteria increases the number of votes vi
for rectangular hypothesis Ri being a text area. Each criteria votes according to the weight shown in previous step.
This way we can control which criteria is more important,
for instance depending on how certain we are that it should
be always true. These votes are used to estimate a simple
likelihood of the hypothesis being of type T ext, as follows:
Pini = P (Ri |T ext) =

vi
|V |

3.1. Frontal projection through homographies
OCR methods are shown to perform better when text is
presented in a frontal, zoomed and centered view. Therefore, the key idea in this step is to project the current image
to the equivalent that would be seen if the sign would have
been seen frontally and centered.
”Virtual” frontal view. We suggest a simple way to estimate how a ”virtual” frontal view of the sign will look
like, as shown in Fig. 6. The text we are looking for must
be contained on a plane in the 3D scene (the sign board)
with rectangular shape. Let us suppose ABCD are the corners of the rectangular hypothesis we have instantiated. If
it would correspond to an actual rectangular sign, its frontal
view should contain parallel and perpendicular edges. Depending on the orientation of sides and angle between hypothesis edges, the process decides which sides to keep as
reference and which weight should be applied to the other
dimensions. For instance, in the example in Fig. 6, we keep
vertical edges as reference because they are closer to their
¯ is kept as it
ideal slope. Then, the longest vertical side, AC
is and the horizontal sides are ”projected” to be perpendic¯ with an increase on its length inversely proporular to AC
tional to angle α. This angle is always estimated between 0
and 90o , and we establish a maximum increase of 60% on
the side length. Thanks to this guess about how the corners
should be projected, we can estimate an homography to automatically project the original view into the virtual one as
detailed next.

(1)

being |V | the maximum amount of votes that can be obtained.

Figure 6. Current view of the rectangular region (left) and goal
”virtual” frontal view (right).

Homography estimation An homography, H, is a well
known projective geometry transform [5], that relates two
different planar region projections. We estimate it between
the ”virtual” image and the original one to obtain a mapping
from any pixel x that belongs to the sign plane in the original
image to the corresponding point x’ in the other view:
x0 = H x.

(2)

In general, four corresponding points between the two
views of the planar surface are enough to estimate the homography between both views. Therefore, we estimate
where the four corners of current hypothesis rectangular region (A, B, C, D) may appear in the virtual frontal view
(A0 , B 0 , C 0 , D0 ), and estimate the homography with these
correspondences. Now we can project the whole hypothesis region according to the estimated H. Figure 7 shows two
projection examples with images acquired from the mobile
phone. We should note that even if the shape we are guessing for virtual view is not accurate, the goal of getting the
text in a frontal and homogeneous view (similar size for all
characters) is nicely achieved by this simple idea.

Figure 8. Final evaluation of segments in the hypothesis area.
Long segments still found inside the region (top segment, in red)
are used to crop it. Distribution of small segments (in green) inside the 8 region cells (marked with long vertical edges) is used to
update the hypothesis likelihood of containing text.

Straigh segments analysis. The final likelihood evaluation of containing text for the remaining hypothesis depends
on the distribution of straight segments on the hypothesis region. We extract straight segments on the binarized image,
accepting segments of five pixel length or more. Two interesting goals are achieved in this part of the process. First,
if long segments (that occupy most of the length or width
of the rectangular area) are found, they are used to further
crop the view. This way we clean a little more the view
that will be provided to the OCR. Secondly, we divide the
rectangular region in several cells as shown in Fig. 8 and
we re-evaluate the likelihood of the hypothesis being text,
Pf inal . We combine the information regarding straight segments distribution, Plines , in the hypothesis with the initial
estimated likelihood (1) as shown in (3). Then, we select
the most likely hypothesis, maximum Pf inal , together with
hypothesis with a likelihood within 80% of that maximum.
Pf inal = Pini ∗ Plines

Figure 7. Two examples of the projection from an original image
(left) to a virtual frontal view (right).

3.2. Re-evaluation of hypothesis likelihood
Finally, we have observed that even though some OCR
methods include a binarization step, we can include a more
flexible one thanks to the previous steps run in our proposal.
Then, a re-evaluation of the likelihood of being text after the
projection and binarization steps is run, to try to include the
new information that may have been generated there.
Image adaptive binarization. Since we have already
cropped the image rectangular region and computed the
gray level histogram over the hypothesis region, we analyze its mode to determine a flexible binarization threshold
that depends on it.

(3)

Plines is computed from the count of cells containing small
Ci
segments: Plines = |C|
, where Ci is the number of cells
that contain at least one straight segment and |C| is the
number of cells (8 in our experiments). Note that this reevaluation is conservative, only decreasing the final probabilities of hypothesis being text, but it does not directly
reject any, unless there are no straight segments detected.
If this happens, we are quite certain that there are no sharp
characters or that the binarization step went wrong and all
the region in the hypothesis became black or white, losing
the details. Besides, in order to present a prototype running
on the mobile phone, we need to keep acceptable execution
times. As mentioned before the OCR step is the most expensive one and this filter helps processing with it as few
hypothesis as possible. The experiments show some examples of the benefits of using this final filter.

3.3. Integration with the OCR step
The hypothesis accepted at this point will finally be processed by an OCR to recognize their text. We have evaluated three of the most used OCR methods available as open

source to be able to integrate them in our prototype: Ocrad4 ,
Tesseract5 and Gocr6 . To choose which one was more suitable for our prototype, we performed some tests to evaluate
their results with several images with text signs on them.
Results and analysis of these tests are summarized in Table 1, where each column corresponds to a different OCR
library. First row shows the average percentage of characters appearing in an image that are correctly identified by
the approach; Second and third row summarize two additional criteria, besides performance, of interest for building
the prototype: possibility of using different trained model
depending on the language to be used and ease to integrate
with the iOS prototype, respectively. According to this brief
analysis, we decided to use the best compromise option,
tesseract, to implement the final prototype described and
tested in the following section.

as additional material to this paper (recorded while running
the process in the iOS simulator platform).

Table 1. Evaluation of three open source OCR libraries.

Figure 9. Screenshots of an execution of the proposal. Image acquired (a), result after automatic processing (b) and final use of the
answer, translation from spanish to english in this case (c).

(a)
correct recognition
different languages
easy integration

Ocrad
84 %
+

Tesseract
77%
+
++

Gocr
57 %

(b)

(c)

+

4.2. Evaluation of hypothesis likelihood estimation

4. Prototype developed and evaluation
We have designed and implemented an iOS application
to demonstrate our proposal in the mobile phone. The prototype have been tested with around 200 different images,
with different resolutions, acquired from a mobile phone.
Our test images are divided in two types, frontal and oblique
views, that are usually easier and more difficult to recognize
respectively for an standard OCR. Some of the test images
are shown in Fig. 12. Our proposal evaluation has been
twofold: on one hand, checking the usability of the application; on the other hand, evaluating the performance and
improvements observed with the different steps proposed.

4.1. Prototype design and implementation on iOS
The application designed runs three basic stages. First,
the user has to choose an image from the iPhone Photo library or acquire a new image with the device camera. Second, the proposed processing is applied to the chosen image. This step is transparent for the user, who must just
wait until it is finished. Once the text is recognized, besides showing it on the screen, we have implemented two
useful possible final applications: one option sends the text
to an online translator; the other one just reads the resulting text using the voiceover option at iOS. An example of
the application running at the different explained stages is
shown in Fig. 9. More details on the different steps running
on different test cases can be found in the video provided
4 http://www.gnu.org/software/ocrad/ocrad.html
5 http://code.google.com/p/tesseract-ocr/
6 http://jocr.sourceforge.net/

First, we present a brief analysis of the proposed hypothesis likelihood evaluation for containing text. We checked
the classification of every generated hypothesis (447) in a
few images, with a likelihood acceptance threshold of 75%.
A summary of these results is presented in Table 2. True
Negatives (TN) in this case are hypothesis that did not contain a text sign and were properly rejected, while True Positives (TP) are hypothesis accepted that did actually contain
a text-sign. First column of results shows performance before projecting the hypothesis to frontal virtual views. At
that point, critical issue is to avoid false negatives, and we
can appreciate that very few of the rejected hypothesis did
contain text. Final results shown in the second column correspond to the final results of our proposed process, just
before running the OCR step. We can appreciate how the
projection and simple line segment analysis proposed in
section 3 further improve the results. Accuracy is higher,
i.e., we achieve better classification of the hypothesis. Now
more hypothesis without text are rejected so the accuracy
of the text class recognition increases to 0.90 from 0.63.
This last re-evaluation step, subsection 3.2, significantly reduced the amount of hypothesis accepted to be processed in
the last OCR step (the percentage of processed hypothesis
was decreased from 60% to 18 %). Besides, we observed
that none of the hypothesis rejected after this step would be
Table 2. Hypothesis classification accuracy.
No text
Text

TN
T N +F N
TP
T P +F P

Before
projection
0.92
0.63

After projection
and line filtering
0.90

properly read with the OCR step. This re-evaluation just
helped to re-rank likely hypothesis. Figure 10 shows an example where the initial texture analysis incorrectly gave a
high Pini of being text, but the low amount of segments
found decreased its final likelihood to the half.

Table 3. OCR performance with and without our proposal (Pre).

Frontal
Oblique

Frontal
Oblique

Figure 10. Re-evaluation step provides better likelihood estimation
in cases where simple histogram analysis fails. This example got
high Pini but low Plines , properly decreasing the final likelihood
of being text because there are very few straight segments (green).

Frontal
Oblique

Pre + Tesseract
µ
σ
74,89 %
32,73%
47,45 %
45,46%
Pre + GoogleDocs
µ
σ
53,12 %
49,96%
30,00 %
48,30%
Pre + ABBYY
µ
σ
76,53 %
34,42%
54,29 %
49,85%

Tesseract
µ
σ
36,76 %
38,98 %
16,44 %
31,34 %
GoogleDocs
µ
σ
47,44 %
45,42 %
4,21 %
13,31 %
ABBYY
µ
σ
77,72 %
41,12 %
19,00 %
35,17 %

marizes the results of this experiment, with clear improvements when incorporating our preprocessing steps.
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In order to demonstrate that the proposed process helps
in the aimed applications, we carried out a first detailed
evaluation using 10 different images of each type. These
tests consisted of calculating the percentage of characters
appearing in the image which were correctly recognized
using different open and commercial OCR or running the
whole process proposed in our prototype before the OCR.
Besides the chosen open-source library to integrate in our
prototype (tesseract) we also evaluate the improvements obtained when using the OCR available in Google Docs web
application and the commercial OCR ABBYY (available
for trial version). To run these experiments, we saved the
processed hypothesis images that were provided to the OCR
step during the execution of our proposal, to provide exactly
the same ones to the other OCR methods. Table 4.3 shows
the average µ and standard deviation σ in the percentage
of image characters correctly recognized for different configurations. First two columns show results with our proposal run together with the OCR and last two columns were
obtained just running the OCR. Different rows present results using easier tests (frontal views) compared to harder
cases (oblique views). We can see the pre-processing proposed significantly improves character recognition results
for most cases. As expected, it especially helps with oblique
views thanks to the re-projection to virtual frontal views.
We analyzed in more detail the results using the OCR
integrated with our prototype. This second set of tests, consisted of 50 images of each type, frontal and oblique views.
We count how many ”correct readings” we obtain, considering a good reading when the text in the sign has been
recognized clearly enough for a person to understand the
meaning. Although this is a subjective criteria, we typically
observed in our tests that over 80% of characters recognized
can provide a good idea of the meaning. Besides, in most
of that cases the ”grammar correction” features from text
editors are able to suggest the correct word. Figure 11 sum-
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Figure 11. Percentage of tests considered as correct readings (hits),
using different acceptance threshold on the % of recognized characters for frontal and oblique views.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented in detail an approach to read textsigns in images acquired from a mobile phone in general
scenes. The whole process is described, evaluated and
demonstrated in a functional prototype working on iOS.
Many image processing and classification techniques are
too costly to run on the mobile phone, so we try to kept
this in mind to design our prototype steps. The key ingredients of our proposal are a simple and efficient analysis of
the image based on geometric cues. This allows that two additional basic texture analysis steps are enough to filter the

(a)

(b)
Figure 12. Some of the test images used to evaluate the proposal,
both from frontal (a) and oblique (b) views.

best regions of interest. Currently our approach is aimed to
rectangular text signs, to facilitate some geometric assumptions needed for the homography based image rectification
step. We study how to present the selected regions of interest in an optimal way to be processed by an standard
OCR and demonstrate the improvements of including our
pre-processing before running several standard OCR techniques. Future work improvements can be done towards
a more general and more efficient approach. For instance,
the approach could be extended to other geometric shapes,
finding alternative ways of estimating the homography for
rectification. Regarding efficiency, some steps could be optimized by for example detecting area overlap between hypothesis to save some repeated computations.
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